Regionalization Analysis and Mapping for the Source and Sink of Tourist Flows
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Abstract: At present, population mobility for the purpose of tourism has become a popular phenomenon. As it becomes easier to capture big data on the tourist digital footprint, it is possible to analyze the respective regional features and driving forces for both tourism sources and destination regions at a macro level. Based on the data of tourist flows to Nanjing on five short-period national holidays in China, this study first calculated the travel rate of tourist source regions (315 cities) and the geographical concentration index of the visited attractions (51 scenic spots). Then, the spatial autocorrelation metrics index was used to analyze the global autocorrelation of the travel rates of tourist source regions and the geographical concentration index of the tourist destinations on five short-term national holidays. Finally, a heuristic unsupervised machine-learning method was used to analyze and map tourist sources and visited attractions by adopting the travel rate and the geographical concentration index accordingly as regionalized variables. The results indicate that both source and sink regions expressed distinctive regional differentiation patterns in the corresponding regional variables. This study method provides a practical tool for analyzing regionalization of big data in tourist flows, and it can also be applied to other origin-destination (OD) studies.
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1. Introduction

Tourism, a major cross-regional activity, can reflect interregional spatial interaction patterns and regional characteristics to some extent [1,2]. The travel origin-destination (OD) chain formed by tourists moving from one area to another can be regarded as a tourist flow unit, and the travel OD chains of all tourists constitute tourism flow together [3]. Generally, the tourist origin region can be regarded as the source region, whereas the destination can be perceived as the sink region. When many tourists travel from the same source region to the same destination, a source and sink are formed [4,5]. Tourist flow can reflect regional tourist movement patterns, and through these movement patterns, the driving factors of tourist behavior patterns and the regional features of tourism resources can be further explored [6]. In recent years, with the continuing development of the Internet and mobile communication technologies, a large sample of big data on tourist flow has emerged [7–10]. With the emergence of big data on tourist flow and the increasing attention of scholars on the study of travel
behavior patterns, increasingly more scholars focus on tourism big data, especially among geographers who focus on space and region. Geographic information systems (GIS) and machine learning are being increasingly introduced into the study of tourism behavior.

Tourist travel motivation is usually affected by traffic conditions, economic conditions, cultural differences, and regional climate [10–13]. The length of vacation also affects travel distance and stay duration [14]. For example, tourists in cold regions often choose to travel to resorts with warm climates [15]; tourists tend to choose travel routes with convenient transportation [16]; tourists with good economic conditions may be more inclined to choose more expensive destinations [17,18]; and cultural differences may lead tourists to choose either destinations that are different from their native cultures or mysterious but famous scenic spots [19–21]. In a word, there are many factors that affect tourism flow. The remarkable spatial self-similarity and regional differentiation of these factors, as well as the regional imbalance of tourism resources, result in a regional differentiation of source and sink regions. In addition, the ratio of tourists to the local source market population varies at different times.

Tourism flow is one of the main research areas in tourism geography. At present, the research on tourism flow includes the following aspects. (1) In terms of research perspective, a large number of scholars focus on the theoretical framework and concepts of tourism flow, and they contribute greatly to the theoretical framework of tourist flow [22,23]. Some scholars attach importance to the spatial effects of tourism flow and investigate the moving track of tourists from aspects of spatial structure and spatial patterns [24,25]. Some scholars focus on the temporal and spatial evolution characteristics of tourism flow and analyze the changing process from the perspective of space and time [26]. Other scholars are concerned about the socioeconomic effects of tourism flows, such as high-speed rail effects [27,28]. In addition, the industrial development and economic growth brought by tourism have become a research hotspot [29]. (2) In terms of research data, questionnaires, interviews, and online data have been the main data of tourism flow research for some time [30,31]. In recent years, GPS-based tracking data and base station signaling data have greatly improved the accuracy and quantity of data [32–34]. Today, with the big data era approaching, the acquisition of data on tourism flow has become easier. (3) In terms of research methods, traditional statistical analysis [35], spatial analysis [36,37], and gravity models [38] are included. Recently, social network-related data analysis methods, such as the complex network method [39,40] and the GIS spatial interaction method [41,42], have received increasing academic attention. (4) Visualization is the core tool for processing tourism big data [43]. Intelligent and scientific analysis together with vivid visual expression are regarded as an important way to enhance respondents’ perception of tourism flow information and knowledge. At present, the research on visualizing tourism big data is mainly based on existing GIS analysis methods [44–46], and few new methods that fully consider the characteristics of tourism flow have been proposed.

Scholars have made significant research progress in terms of data acquisition methodology innovation. In terms of studies on tourism source and sink, scholars mainly focused on the characteristics of spatial structure, main influencing factors, and the formation mechanism of source or sink [47,48]. However, few researchers consider regional aggregation and spatial differentiation for both source and sink regions. This is mainly limited by the fact that it was difficult to obtain detailed nationwide tourism flow statistics in the past, and many advanced regional division methods have not been introduced into the analysis of tourist flows [49]. Some scholars analyze tourism flow from the perspective of spatial structure and influencing mechanisms by using GIS technology and complex network analysis models. However, they fail to fundamentally focus on the localization characteristics of source and sink regions, which make it difficult to have a deeper understanding of the regional characteristics of tourism flows. This study collected tourism flow data for 51 scenic spots in Nanjing during five short-period national holidays in 2018 and calculated the travel rate for each origin city and the geographical concentration index for each scenic spot in Nanjing. Then, by using a machine-learning method, geographical regionalization and mapping were undertaken to geographically divide regions and map the source and sink regions.
2. Study Area and Data Description

For an individual tourist, the place of departure constitutes the source region, whereas the destination is the sink region. Each source region and its corresponding sink region together constitute a complete tourism flow. Therefore, in this study, the source region is mainland China, and the sink region is Nanjing, as shown in Figure 1. Nanjing is the capital city of Jiangsu Province in Eastern China, with a total area of 6587 square kilometers. In 2017, the built-up area was 1398.69 square kilometers, with a resident population of 8.335 million, an urban population of 6.859 million, and an urbanization rate of 82.3%. Nanjing is a famous historical city in China, representing the political, economic, and cultural center of many past dynasties. Nanjing is one of the major tourist cities in China, and it attracts a large number of foreign tourists every year.

![Study area (all cities of mainland China and all scenic spots in Nanjing).](image)

This study is based on tourist tracing data during five national holidays in 2018 provided by the Nanjing tourism big data monitoring platform. The source regions are prefecture-level cities in mainland China, while the destination is Nanjing. The original data record the tourist flows from domestic cities to 51 scenic spots of Nanjing. In this study, data were collected based on Table 1, which describes the details of five short-period holidays, including their official names, duration time, and the total number of tourists during each holiday over five short-period holidays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short-Period Holidays</th>
<th>Periods of Time</th>
<th>Total Number of Tourists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Year’s Day</td>
<td>2017/12/30–2018/01/01</td>
<td>224.40 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomb-Sweeping Day</td>
<td>2018/04/05–2018/04/07</td>
<td>426.68 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Labor Day</td>
<td>2018/04/29–2018/05/01</td>
<td>493.04 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon Boat Festival</td>
<td>2018/06/16–2018/06/18</td>
<td>268.06 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Autumn Festival</td>
<td>2018/09/22–2018/09/24</td>
<td>630.53 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These data are still sample data, instead of being from the whole population. They were obtained from real-name mobile base stations monitored by China Mobile, which has the largest number of users in China.

Table 2 shows the structure of tourist flow data. This table includes tourists’ departure place, destination, visiting time, and the scenic spots they visited. Through geocoding, we can obtain...
geographical coordinates of origin cities and destination cities. In addition, through the visited date, we can determine which holidays the record corresponds to. Because this study focuses on the tourism flow from all domestic cities to Nanjing, the detailed attributes of scenic spots were not involved in the analysis; instead, their attributes were aggregated and abstracted to the city level of Nanjing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Attribute Type</th>
<th>Attribute Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin_city</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Source city of tourist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination_city</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Nanjing city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visited_date</td>
<td>datetime</td>
<td>Date of visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenic_spot</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Visited scenic spots in Nanjing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methodology

3.1. Travel Rates from Origin to Nanjing

Regionalization refers to the classification of spatial objects according to one or a few spatial location-related features [50]. The principle of this classification follows the idea that attributes of geographical objects shall be similar in the same category, whereas the attributes of geographical objects shall be quite different in different categories. There are five attributes in this study, that is, the five ratio attributes for the respective five holidays. The number of tourists from each origin is related to the population of each origin city, and in this study, we try to eliminate this side effect caused by population. Therefore, the attribute is the ratio of tourists from origin cities to the origin population. The five ratio attributes were used as five variables for modeling, analysis, and regionalization mapping. In this study, \( ASet \) represents the set of attributes that participated in the spatial data analysis, and for each feature, \( ASet = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_n\} \) contains the set \( x = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_n\} \), where \( n \) equals 5. In Equation (1), \( P_i \) presents the total population of the city \( i \), and \( P_{i,t} \) presents the number of tourists from the city \( i \) to Nanjing during the holiday \( t \). The ratio of tourist flow from the city \( i \) during the period \( t \) is

\[
a_t = \frac{P_{i,t}}{a_t} \quad (t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
\]

For multivariate geographical zoning, it is necessary to define the principle of proximity between regional units, that is, what kind of relationship between two regions is called proximity. In GIS modeling, many kinds of proximity relations are defined, such as the queen rule with common edges, rook rule with common points and edges, inverse distance weight rule, and k-nearest [51]. Considering the continuity of regions, this paper did not use rules such as k-nearest, which do not have topological adjacency, and instead used the queen rule to conceptually model the spatial relationship.

3.2. Geographic Concentration Index of Scenic Spots

The large number of attractions available in Nanjing allows for various personal selection preferences. This regional uneven development pattern could be measured by geographical concentration indexes. This paper calculates the geographical concentration index for each scenic spot. In this study, the geographical concentration index reflects the tourist concentration degree when the tourists come from different places, that is, the degree of imbalance between different regions. Thus, \( GSet \) represents the set of attributes in the Nanjing scenic spot \( s \), and for each scenic spot, \( GSet = \{G_1, G_2, ..., G_n\} \) contains the set \( y = \{g_1, g_2, ..., g_n\} \), where \( n = 5 \). Then, the geographical concentration index of a scenic spot \( g_t \) during the holiday \( t \) is [52]

\[
g_t = 100 \times \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left(\frac{X_i}{T}\right)^2},
\]
where \( n \) is the total of origin cities, \( T \) is the total tourists of the destination, and \( X_i \) is the total tourist volume of the \( i \)-th origin city. From the formula, the result of the calculation is influenced not only by whether the distribution of tourists is balanced or not but also by the regional distribution of the number of origin cities. In this study, the number of origin cities is fixed at 315, so the \( G \) value reflects whether the distribution of tourists is balanced. According to Equation (2), the larger the value of \( G \) is, the more unbalanced the tourist distribution is; in contrast, the smaller the value of \( G \) is, the more balanced the tourist distribution is. Therefore, this study divides the regions into zones by travel rates in source places, whereas in sink places, the geographical concentration indices of each of the five short-term national holidays were used to undertake regional division.

### 3.3. Moran’s I Index of Global Spatial Autocorrelation

Moran’s \( I \) index is a spatial statistical model for detecting and measuring spatial autocorrelation, including global spatial autocorrelation and local spatial autocorrelation [53]. In this paper, the global Moran’s index is used to measure whether there is spatial autocorrelation or local self-similarity in the tourist travel rate of tourists from different prefecture-level cities to Nanjing on different short-period holidays. The Moran’s \( I \) index formula used to measure global spatial autocorrelation is as follows [54]:

\[
I = \frac{n \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij}(X_i - \bar{X})(X_j - \bar{X})}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^2},
\]  

(3)

where \( n \) represents the number of prefecture-level cities or the number of scenic spots, \( X_i \) is the travel rate of the prefecture-level city \( i \) or the geographical concentration index of the scenic spot \( i \), and the spatial weight matrix \( w_{ij} \) represents the geographical proximity relationship between any two elements (prefecture-level city) \( i \) and the prefecture-level city \( j \), or between scenic spot \( i \) and scenic spot \( j \).

Under the assumption of normality and randomization, Moran’s \( I \) calculates the mean or expected value of observations based on basic regional units (prefecture-level cities or scenic spots) and finally as a statistical significance test, Z-score was performed by detecting the spatial autocorrelation of each regionalized variable for each short period holiday. The formula for calculating the Z-score is as follows [55]:

\[
Z = \frac{I - \frac{1}{n-1}}{\sqrt{Var(I)}}.
\]  

(4)

The variance value of Moran’s \( I \) here is given under the assumption of standardization, and the specific calculation formula is as follows:

\[
Var(I) = \frac{n[n^2 + 3 - 3n]B + 3A^2 - nC - K(n^2 - n)B + 6A^2 - 2nC]}{(n-1)(n-2)(n-3)A^2},
\]  

(5)

whereas

\[
A = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij}, \quad B = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij}^2, \quad C = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} \right)^2, \quad K = \frac{n \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^4}{n \sigma^4}.
\]  

(6)

If the expected value of Moran’s \( I \) is less than zero, and the observed value of Moran’s \( I \) is larger than the expected value, it indicates that the regionalized variable presents an aggregated distribution pattern and it is consistent with positive spatial autocorrelation. If the observation of Moran’s \( I \) is less than the expected value, it indicates that it presents a discrete distribution pattern and it is consistent with negative spatial autocorrelation. In this paper, global spatial autocorrelation is used to measure whether the regional variables have spatial aggregation pattern or not either at source level or at the attraction level. If there is a significant spatial clustering pattern, it provides a prerequisite for subsequent regionalization and regional mapping.
3.4. Geographical Regionalization Modeling

After calculating the travel rates for each origin city and the geographical concentration index for each scenic spot in Nanjing, as well as identifying the adjacency relation among the cities and among the scenic spots, a minimum spanning tree was constructed that could reflect both the spatial structure of geographical units and the attribute values involved in the calculation. This study used the attribute vectors $x_i$ and $x_j$ of objects $i$ and $j$ to measure the difference between $i$ and $j$, linking the cost $d(i, j)$ and the edge $(v_i, v_j)$ to correlate the different measurement contexts. Once there is a comparable scale for attributes, such as standard deviation, usually the square of the Euclidean distance between $x_i$ and $x_j$ will be selected [56]:

$$d(i, j) = d(x_i, x_j) = \sum_{l=1}^{n_i} (x_{il} - x_{jl})^2.$$  (7)

The path from node $v_1$ to node $v_k$ is a sequence of nodes $(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k)$ connected by edges $(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k)$, $(v_{k-1}, v_k)$. For any node $v_i$ and $v_j$, there is at least one path to connect them. A spatial cluster is a subset of the connected nodes, and our goal is to divide graph $G$ into disjoint cluster $C$ ($G_1, \ldots, G_c$). It is difficult to deal with this optimization issue because this function is based on the intracluster uniformity measure. In this paper, the attribute is expected to be a random variable with continuous variation, which could produce only a minimum spanning tree among the different measures. Finally, the minimum span tree is segmented. The best segmentation policy is to try to keep the highest similarity of feature attributes within the group and the maximum difference of feature attributes between the groups.

As an unsupervised machine-learning method was used for this study, the number of clusters needed to be predetermined. It depends on prior knowledge, and it could be tested by the Calinski–Harabasz pseudo-$F$ test [57]. The Calinski–Harabasz pseudo-$F$ statistic is a ratio reflecting the intercluster variance and intracluster variance. In other words, it can properly reflect similarities within the group and the differences between the groups. The formula is as follows:

$$F = \frac{\left(\frac{R^2}{n_c-1}\right)}{\left(\frac{1-R^2}{n-n_c}\right)},$$  (8)

whereas

$$R^2 = \frac{SST - SSE}{SST},$$  (9)

where $SST$ reflects the differences between groups, and $SSE$ reflects the similarities within a group. The two formulas are as follows:

$$SST = \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \sum_{k=1}^{n_v} (v_{ik} - \bar{v}_k)^2,$$  (10)

$$SSE = \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \sum_{k=1}^{n_v} (v_{ij} - \bar{v}_i)^2,$$  (11)

where $n$ is the number of regions; $n_i$ is the number of features in group $i$; $n_c$ is the total number of regions; $n_v$ is the number of variables participating in the regionalization; $v_{ik}$ is the value of the $k$ variable of $j$ factor in group $i$; and $\bar{v}_k$ is the average of the variable $k$; $\bar{v}_i$ is the average of the variable $k$ in group $i$. This paper uses the Calinski–Harabasz pseudo-$F$ test to determine and evaluate the optimal number of groups.
4. Results

4.1. Spatial Autocorrelation Measurement of Regional Variables

As shown in Table 3, the travel rates were calculated with the global Moran’s $I$ index for the five short-period national holidays. In Table 3, the Z-score of the five short-period national holidays are larger than 2.58. It means that, at the 99% confidence level, the travel rates in all five short-period national holidays presented a significant spatial agglomeration pattern, especially during International Labor Day. Through the above spatial autocorrelation analysis, it can be concluded that the travel rates in all five short-period national holidays presented a regional similarity at the level of the prefecture-level city. This result provides a prerequisite for further regionalization analysis among origin cities.

Table 3. Global Moran’s $I$ index and its statistical significance for travel rates in prefecture-level cities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short-Period Holidays</th>
<th>Global Moran’s $I$ Index</th>
<th>Z-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Year’s Day</td>
<td>0.327 ***</td>
<td>19.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomb-Sweeping Day</td>
<td>0.333 ***</td>
<td>18.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Labor Day</td>
<td>0.371 ***</td>
<td>21.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon Boat Festival</td>
<td>0.323 ***</td>
<td>18.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Autumn Festival</td>
<td>0.347 ***</td>
<td>18.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*$)$ 90% confidence interval; (**$)$ 95% confidence interval; (**$*$) 99% confidence interval.

The spatial autocorrelation of the geographic concentration index of all scenic spots during a particular holiday is used to uncover whether it presents spatial autocorrelation in all scenic spots in Nanjing, and whether it presents an agglomeration pattern at the broader level. Table 4 shows the overall distribution pattern of the geographic concentration index calculated by the global Moran’s $I$ for each short-period national holiday. Obviously, the spatial autocorrelation test value Z-score of the scenic spot concentration index during all holidays is larger than 2.58, which indicates that the geographical concentration index of the scenic spot during different short-period national holidays has spatial similarity and an agglomeration effect, and all the significance levels exceed 99%.

Table 4. Global Moran’s $I$ index and its statistical significance for the geographical concentration index of scenic spots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short-Period Holidays</th>
<th>Global Moran’s $I$ Index</th>
<th>Z-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Year’s Day</td>
<td>0.202 ***</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomb-Sweeping Day</td>
<td>0.287 ***</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Labor Day</td>
<td>0.214 ***</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon Boat Festival</td>
<td>0.303 ***</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Autumn Festival</td>
<td>0.294 ***</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*$)$ 90% confidence interval; (**$)$ 95% confidence interval; (**$*$) 99% confidence interval.

It is clear that a significant spatial agglomeration effect exists on both the source and sink, and this aggregation also has its complexity due to mutual intersection features. For example, for the A area, the travel rate may be high on New Year’s Day and International Labor Day, but the travel rate may be very low on other short-period national holidays. As both tourist sources and sinks used five regionalization variables, it is difficult to express the regionalization characteristics and the regulations of the tourist flow for the five holidays using simple analytical methods. Therefore, the alternative geographical mapping method could scientifically and vividly present the similarities within the regions and differences between the regions.
4.2. Regionalization of Tourist Flow Source

The geographically mapping method was followed by using the travel rate of five holidays in each origin city as a regionalized variable. Through the pseudo-F test, we got the peak value when the pseudo-F test value was 13. This means that the entire region can be divided into 13 regions. Those 13 divisions could maintain the highest number of similarities within the broader region and the largest differences between various regions. Meanwhile, since Nanjing and other cities in Jiangsu Province have comparatively higher travel rates than the cities outside Jiangsu, Nanjing and other cities in Jiangsu Province are regarded as two separate and independent geographical regions, and they will not be partitioned in regionalization analysis. As indicated in Figure 2, mainland China is divided into 15 geographical regions, coded with Roman numerals from I to XV.

![Figure 2. Regionalization results of tourist flow source. The whole of China is divided into 15 regions, and each division is coded in Roman numerals.](image)

It is obvious that the new divided geographic units are not consistent with the provincial administrative units shown in Figure 1, but they have certain similarities. For example, the III district has similarities with Anhui Province in terms of geographic location, and the IV district has geographical similarities with the four provincial administrative regions including Beijing and Tianjin, and Hebei and Shandong provinces. The VI district has geographical similarities with the two provinces of Heilongjiang and Jilin.

Because it varied greatly in the normalized values among different regions, it is difficult to use the same box plot to present all of the values. Therefore, the 13 units obtained by the regionalization method are divided into two groups according to the standardized values. Units with larger normalized values are grouped and presented with side-by-side boxplots, as shown in Figure 3a; units with smaller normalized values are grouped and presented with side-by-side boxplots, as shown in Figure 3b.
As shown in Figure 3b, the travel rate of division XV in all five holidays is high, and it enjoys a comparatively stable travel rate except for Qingming Festival. Divisions VI, X, VIII, and XIII show similar travel rates, and their travel rates fluctuate moderately. The average travel rate of divisions V and XIII is generally low in these short-period national holidays, except for New Year’s Day, whereas division V experiences more volatility and XIII enjoys the smallest fluctuation. In general, the mean and lower margin values of the all the units presented in Figure 3b are generally higher, and the lower margin values tend to be consistent, on New Year’s Day.

Figure 3. Side-by-side boxplots for regionalization results of cities in China.

As shown in Figure 3a, the average tourist rate of division III during all short holidays is always the highest, whereas the volatility of the travel rate is also apparent. In Figures 2 and 3a, it can be seen that division III, with the highest volatility, is adjacent to Nanjing, and division III shared strong similarities with the administrative boundary of Anhui Province. The VI, IV, XI, and X areas have similar average travel rates and comparatively less fluctuation. Compared with other units, the average travel rate of division XII is higher, and the volatility is larger except for New Year’s Day. Overall, except for divisions VI and XII, the above units are almost close to Nanjing. This result shows that those units with higher travel rates are mainly distributed in the surrounding areas of Nanjing, demonstrating a significant proximity effect.

As shown in Figure 3b, the travel rate of division XV in all five holidays is high, and it enjoys a comparatively stable travel rate except for Qingming Festival. Divisions VI, X, VIII, and XIII show similar travel rates, and their travel rates fluctuate moderately. The average travel rate of divisions V and XIII is generally low in these short-period national holidays, except for New Year’s Day, whereas division V experiences more volatility and XIII enjoys the smallest fluctuation. In general, the mean and lower margin values of the all the units presented in Figure 3b are generally higher, and the lower margin values tend to be consistent, on New Year’s Day.
4.3. Regionalization of Tourist Flow Sink

The mapping of regionalized geographical divisions based on the geographical concentration index in each scenic spot is shown in Figure 4. The pseudo-F test value shows that the peak value of the pseudo-F test is 6, so the threshold 6 here was suitable for geographical division. The Yangtze River, the largest river in China, passes through the city, as shown in Figure 4. Nanjing’s major urban area is situated on the south side of the Yangtze River, and is covered mostly by divisions I and II. Thus, the downtown areas are mainly located in division I, and the other downtown area is located on the north side of division II. Also, most of the 51 monitored attractions in Nanjing are mainly distributed in urban areas (see Figure 1).

To interpret the regionalization features and their connotations of the six divisions in Figure 4, the mean line boxplots are drawn in Figure 5. The abscissa in Figure 5 represents five different short holidays, and the ordinate represents the standardized variance values of geographic concentration indices. As seen from Figure 5, the values of the geographic concentration index of division IV are higher than those of the other divisions, and all of them are higher than the upper quartile threshold. The standardized values of the geographic concentration index of division VI are generally high during each short holiday and exceed the upper quartile threshold of each short holiday. The standardized values of division III during each short holiday are all near the quartile threshold. In division II, the standardized values during each short holiday show a moderate value, which is between the lower median and the upper quartile threshold. Division I and division V are the lowest, and all are below
the lower quartile threshold. In general, if the location of the division is close to the downtown area of Nanjing, the geographical concentration index tends to be low and the volatility during each short holiday also tends to be small, and vice versa.

![Figure 5. Mean line boxplots for regionalization results of scenic spots in Nanjing.](image)

5. Discussion

5.1. Reliability of Data and Recognition of Tourist Flow

The tourist visitation statistics used in this paper come from the tourism big data monitoring platform of the Nanjing Culture and Tourism Bureau. The data come from China Mobile, which is currently the largest mobile communication provider in China. As of December 2018, there are 925 million users of China Mobile, 315 million China Unicom users, and 303 million China Telecom users. China Mobile users accounted for 59.95% of the total. This means that the data samples used in this study can be considered to account for approximately 59.95% of the total sample size. This proportion of users is sufficient to complete the research work of this paper and to ensure the reliability of the research data.

Currently, mobile phone users in China have essentially adopted the real name system. The real name system means that each mobile phone number corresponds to the individual origin place information, so it can be determined which province and prefecture-level city the tourists come from. The scenic spot monitors and locates visitors through the base station. Monitoring takes place at regular intervals. When users with the same mobile phone number are monitored on multiple occasions over a period of time, the repeated users will be eliminated during data processing, which allows tourists to be uniquely monitored at a particular scenic spot on each day. Therefore, the whole dataset records all the individual tourists who constitute the source, and the whole tourist statistics monitored in 51 scenic spots constitute the sink. This approach ensures the reliability of the identified tourist flow data.

5.2. Relationship between Regionalization and Geospatial Cognition

There are various complex geographical objects and phenomena in geo-space. These objects and phenomena may be natural things such as the environment or social phenomena and events generated by human activities and behavior. Some of these things are specific, and others are abstract. These objects or phenomena represent the real world. The GIS abstracts, synthetically selects, and simplifies these phenomena or objects to digitalize, informatize, and intellectualize objects or phenomena in the real world. In this process, a map has always served as a carrier of important geographic information and knowledge. Whether using traditional GIS or the current big data and intelligent GIS under the influence of artificial intelligence (AI), the use of maps is inseparable from analyzing and expressing the abstract real world.
An important issue now is how to extract rules and knowledge from massive spatial-temporal data and social flow data in a more intelligent and efficient way. This is a problem concerning technology, but it is also a problem of how to better understand spatial-temporal data and how to express social flow data. Research on the abstraction, synthesis, and simplification of traditional data continues. However, what is currently in front of us is how to enhance the synthesis, abstraction and simplification of social flow data and even real-time flow data. The analysis of tourist flow as a kind of large data flow, and how to use it effectively, better, and more intelligently to show the hidden rules and knowledge through the region is very meaningful exploratory work.

The five short-period national holidays in this study occur in different seasons, and the study area is the entire mainland China. The study area is vast, and the region differs greatly in terms of climate, customs, and economy. For different short-period national holidays, people in different regions have distinctive preferences about different holidays, but there also exists the possibility of preference similarity in some places. This assumption provides tourist source geographical division possibilities. Therefore, it is particularly important to first determine whether these travel rates have a spatial agglomeration effect.

The sink area in this study contains 51 major scenic spots in Nanjing. Those scenic spots vary in terms of the distance to the city hub, and different types of attractions lead to varying levels of popularity of some scenic spots in different seasons. Moreover, the recognition of scenic spots and the varied cultural backgrounds of the visitors may affect the geographic concentration degree of a particular scenic spot. Therefore, great importance should be attached to whether the tourist arrivals in a certain scenic spot have a spatial agglomeration effect. This study used the geography concentration index to measure whether the source of tourist arrivals in different scenic spots during different short-period national holidays is agglomerated.

If the geographic concentration index of these scenic spots in different short-period national holidays is also agglomerated, it indicates a necessity to conduct a regional analysis and map the geographical concentration index based on different short-period national holidays. If the agglomeration is statistically significant, then the geographical division and mapping for both the source and the sink will be performed, and the regionalization characteristics and regulations will be described and explained.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1. Conclusions

This study provides a new analytical approach and methodology for the analysis of tourism flows from a regional perspective. At present, flow data have become the main form of data in the field of geography research, including human flow, logistics, information flow, capital flow, and technology flow [58–60]. Among these forms, tourist flow is one of the most important types of various people flow data. The expression and analysis of tourist flow is different from traditional GIS modeling such as point, line, and surface [61,62]. Individual flow data include the source region and destination of tourists, which together constitute the tourist flow unit. As the core content of geographic regional analysis, regionalization is also one of the main objectives of GIS spatial analysis and problem modeling. Regionalization of flow data must reconsider the applicability and scalability of traditional regionalization methods. Based on tourist flow data with time series characteristics, this paper uses a machine learning method to regionalize source and sink tourist flow data, which provides a feasible concept for the regional structure analysis of flow data.

In the analysis of tourist flow data with Nanjing as the tourist destination, the tourist flow source area in this paper takes the prefecture-level city as the basic unit, and the tourist flow sink area takes the scenic spot as the basic object. After regionalization analysis, the tourist flow source areas are divided into 15 divisions, and the tourist flow destinations are divided into six divisions. Among the source divisions, many have similarities with existing divisions or more provincial administrative divisions.
Many provinces in China have maintained self-similarity of the internal culture of the province and the cultural differences between the different provinces to a certain extent [63, 64]. In terms of the physical geographical environment, regions with the same physical geographical features accord with the boundaries of adjacent provinces to some extent. Differences in the geographical environment bring about differences in the economy, transportation, and climate [65]. Accordingly, the formation of these divisions with travel rates as regionalization variables has a certain correlation with the social and the natural environment.

For the districts that include the main urban areas of Nanjing, the geographic concentration indices of the source are lower in all the short holidays, and the geographic concentration indices of the different short holidays are more stable. Many well-known scenic spots mainly located in the downtown area are more developed and convenient in terms of transportation and other supporting facilities. Therefore, nonlocal tourists tend to travel to such scenic spots, whereas remote and unpopular scenic spots are more likely to be visited by those with a strong sense of focused purpose. This study shows that the regionalization and cartographic analysis methods of tourist flow can also be extended to the regional analysis and application of other OD flow data.

6.2. Future Directions

In this study, the travel rate and geographic concentration index of different short holiday tourists are used as regionalization source and sink variables. The main goal is to regionalize and map tourist flow sources and sinks based on these regionalized variables. However, although this study takes the source and sink as a whole to explore the regional characteristics of the flow itself, the possible relevance of regionalization results between the source and the sink were not explored. Future analyses will conduct further exploration, and a few patterns will be abstracted. It will be further interesting and meaningful work to explore this regional difference of tourist sources in different types of scenic spots, which will also be taken into account in follow-up studies. In addition, this study used tourist frequency statistics to carry out the geographical division of the source. Future research might need to consider the usage of the number of tourists from the respective city and create geographical division. More insights will need to be obtained to fully reveal the feature of regionalization of the tourist source.
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